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Oct 22, 2017 I'm stuck on part 3 and it won't move, even if I press the restart button.. It's hard as Hades to get through part 3,
but it can be done. Oct 25, 2020 The game freezes on me at the first part of the first mission of chapter 2 (the restaurant). Oct
31, 2020 I'm just starting to play Mafia 2, but already I've found many bugs. 2 of which are really big and very annoying, they
are both related to your health.. I figured out that the first one is when you get your first health, theres this value at the top of the
health bar. It's not anything you can control to, and it's a little different every time you get your health, and it's a little weird, but
I'm sure you know what I mean.. The second bug is when you get hit, the health number goes down a little bit, and when you get
hit again, it goes down a little bit more, and then it shows a message saying that you got hit again.. Don't let this bug get you
down, because they are both simple and easy to fix.. First one, just put a big numeral at the top of your health bar to make it a
little bit bigger.. Second bug, just put the health value of your health bar on the top to make it a little bit smaller, and then
replace the value with your actual health.. Don't get too frustrated though, because you can play the game without any bugs. I'm
in the restaurant right now, but I'm looking forward to playing on harder difficulties, they should be really fun.. Good luck to
you, and hope that you find a fix. . Feb 10, 2019 I have a problem after completing the third mission, I'm in the cemetery, the
loading screen freezes and the game doesn't start right away. . Unplug if you have PC, restart your system, plug it back in and
don't start the game directly, just open the game using the start menu and it should work. . good luck, it happens to me too,
every time. Dec 31, 2018 I just finished Mafia II and I gotta say it's a great game but the mission "Verdammt nochmal" is the
hardest one on the normal setting, it literally feels like it takes a lot of f*** and you're just
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There is a fix. You have to set the game to autorun. Select autorun, and press ok. Choose to run Mafia 2 as either a new game or
an existing game. Change the value of the health up to 99999 then save and close. . Nov 23, 2010 i picked up Mafia 2 yesterday
and ive been playing it all night, but whenever i walk in a new location, or go somewhere for the first time for example, the
game just lags out and my whole computer freezes for 2 to 3 seconds. i havent got this problem before, when i first got mafia 2 i
was using my compiz fusion plugins to keep windows from loading on my screen when i click them, but that didnt fix this game.
Well, i found a fix. You need to get a clock and look at it. to see what time it is when you wake up. This is what i put in the
steam files. In the c# try, if you have the first 2 Mafia games you don't need the trainer. But for Mafia 2, the trainer has to be
put in the c# try. So, make sure the trainer is not in the c# try when you play Mafia 2. Open the steam files up (i use a free
program called 7-zip), and find Mafia2.exe, and put the trainer in the c# try. Then, go to steam and make it open steam, when
you get there go to mafia, and make sure steam is open. Then you go on this game to make sure you have steam open before you
start playing the game. . Aug 19, 2011 hey guys so id like to give a little heads up to all the mafiascakers out there, it seems like
the cheat engine works extremely well with this game, now i couldnt write everything down on my gamepad since i dont want to
cheat but when my game is loaded for the first time, you have to set the game to autorun. Select autorun, and press ok. Choose
to run Mafia 2 as either a new game or an existing game. Change the value of the health up to 99999 then save and close. The
recommended value for your game would be 8. Dec 14, 2011 PEZ DEMONES: I think you're tired of me, but I have one
question (since I'll only bother you once): When I open the game and it tells me it has been successfully activated f678ea9f9e
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